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   World peace is a commonly debated issue among today’s society. Questions that arise are: Will 

it ever be attained? When? Is it even possible? These questions have reached the minds of everyone, 

with a variety of opinions. Political status, culture, and belief all affect their beliefs. Everyone has a 

different thought, and no one really knows. We have to create a new World with new human being that 

they would never fight and they would live as a family, in peace an harmony to finally find the dream of 

every pacifistic. “The World Peace”. World peace is almost impossible because of the money, the power, 

and the envy between the people. The problem is what people do to obtain richness. Money is the 

responsible for most of the biggest wars. For example, as the day of today, The United States army is 

fighting in a war that has only one reason: “Oil”. Oil is equal money, a million of paper and coins.  

   

 

                  War is a conflict between countries thru the use of arms. War costs hundreds of lives, may it 

be innocent or not. Killing people for whatever reason is not right. Obviously, the war we are having 

right now is a different kind of war. Another reason that makes World Peace almost impossible is the 

envy between people. Envy is a killer thing that people have in their minds to destroys other personal 

life. Mother Teresa once said, " Peace begins with a smile." I absolutely agree! It’s said that a smile can 

light up a room, so imagine what a world of smiles can do. If everyday, someone does something kind 

for someone, it will create a ripple effect. Now, think of world peace. If someone apologizes to someone 

else, and they do the same, imagine what we can achieve! 


